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Abstract Survivin, the smallest inhibitor of apoptosis pro-
tein (IAP), is a valid target for cancer research. It mediates
both the apoptosis pathway and the cell cycle and has been
proposed to form a complex with the cyclin-dependent
kinase protein CDK4. The resulting complex transports
CDK4 from the cytosol to the nucleus, where CDK4 partic-
ipates in cell division. Survivin has been recognized as a
node protein that interacts with several partners; disruption
of the formed complexes can lead to new anticancer com-
pounds. We propose a rational model of the survivin/CDK4
complex that fulfills the experimental evidence and that can
be used for structure-based design of inhibitors modifying
its interface recognition. In particular, the suggested com-
plex involves the alpha helical domain of survivin and
resembles the mode of binding of survivin in the survivin/
borealin X-ray structure. The proposed model has been

obtained by combining protein–protein docking, fractal-
based shape complementarity, electrostatics studies and
extensive molecular dynamics simulations.
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Introduction

Survivin, the smallest inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP) is
one of the most tumor-specific proteins [1]. As a member of
the IAP family, it participates in modulating the apoptosis
pathway by inhibiting caspases, but its unique structure,
containing only a single baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR),
lacking the RING finger (a characteristic IAP domain) and
its uncommonly long alpha helix domain, unveils survivin
as a protein that plays several roles apart from its IAP
function. Notably, among other processes, survivin plays
an essential role in mitosis, chromosomal attachment and
in the regulation of TRAIL-mediated apoptosis [2].

From a medical point of view, survivin is a molecular
signature for an unfavorable cancer outcome [3] and a valid
target for cancer drug discovery [4].

Over the years, several complexes of survivin and other
proteins have been identified, revealing an unexpectedly
flexible function that goes far beyond its initial IAP role.
As representative examples, survivin associates to the pro-
teins Smac [5], XIAP [6], HSP90 [7], aurora kinase B [8]
and borealin [9]. Moreover, several works have [10–13]
demonstrated that survivin forms a complex with the
cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4), providing a link to cell
cycle progression. These studies have demonstrated that
survivin interacts competitively with the complex formed
by CDK4 and its suppressor p16INK4a [10, 11]. Survivin
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forms a transient complex with CDK4, releasing p16INK4a,
and could then act as a transporter of CDK4 from the
cytosol to the nucleus. There, CDK4 can participate in the
G1 and S phases of the cell cycle.

However, the binding mode of both proteins in the survi-
vin/CDK4 complex remains unsolved, although the avail-
ability of their crystal structures [14, 15] opens the door for
its prediction by means of molecular modeling methods.
Understanding the association of survivin and CDK4 at
the molecular level is important for designing new antican-
cer agents that could disrupt the protein–protein interactions
in this complex. Here, we propose a model for the survivin/
CDK4 complex that has been obtained by combining sev-
eral molecular modeling methods in order to reinforce our
hypothesis. Specifically, we used protein–protein docking
guided by the experimental evidence of p16INK4a competi-
tion, followed by shape and electrostatics complementarity
studies and molecular dynamics simulations.

We suggest that survivin binds to CDK4 mainly using its
alpha helix domain, similarly to the observed binding mode
of survivin in the survivin/borealin crystallized complex [9].

The extensive interface area of the survivin/CDK4 com-
plex is analyzed and several mutations that potentially dis-
rupt its formation are highlighted. We also address how a
small compound could disrupt the formation of this com-
plex. The obtained model has been made public and can be
used for further drug design purposes.

Methods

Modeling of the survivin/CDK6 complex

The crystal structure of the complex between human CDK6
and p16INK4a (pdb code 1BI7) [16] was used to build a
rough model of the survivin/CDK6 complex. Protein se-
quence alignment between human survivin (complete, BIR
domain and alpha helix domain) and p16INK4a was per-
formed with the ALIGN server [17]. The results of this
alignment were used to build the complex by simple back-
bone superposition of the conserved parts of both sequences
using VMD [18]. The crystal structure of human survivin
(pdb code 1E31) [14] was used in this step. After removing
p16INK4a, the resulting survivin/CDK6 was used as an initial
guide for filtering the most reliable survivin/CDK4
complexes.

Survivin and CDK4 refinement

The structure of human CDK4 was retrieved from the crys-
tallized complex with Cyclin D1 (pdb code 2W96) [15].
Mutations D172T, G43E and G44E were changed back-
wards and the missing residue fragment G43–G47 was built

with Modeller [19]. The missing fragment in residues P239–
V260 was built with the loop refinement module of
Modeller, taken the best scored solution. After this process,
a minimization step was carried out with MOE [20] employ-
ing the AMBER ff99 [21] forcefield and implicit Born
solvation. Similarly, the structure of human survivin was
retrieved from the crystallized dimer (pdb code 1E31) [14]
and minimized with MOE employing the same protocol.
The structures of CDK4 and survivin so obtained were
submitted to the protein–protein docking protocol.

Modeling of the survivin/CDK4 complex

The minimized structures of survivin and CDK4 were sub-
mitted to the web server PatchDock [22] to perform protein–
protein docking, with default parameters. No binding site
was indicated (blind docking). After that, the PatchDock
best ten solutions of the complex were used as input for
the Rosetta program [23] to perform a fine rotational and
translational refinement. Fifty solutions of Rosetta were
inspected visually and superposed with VMD [18] to the
ones obtained in PatchDock. The five most similar com-
plexes compared to the PatchDock best model were consid-
ered to be reliable candidates for the survivin/CDK4
complex and were submitted to molecular dynamics simu-
lations. Neglected solutions showed less contact area be-
tween the two proteins or were in contradiction with the
constructed rough model of the survivin/CDK6 complex
and the p16 hypothesis.

Electrostatic potential and shape complementarity study

Charge complementarity of survivin and CDK4 proteins
was explored by calculating the electrostatic potential by
means of the APBS software [24] and by mapping this
potential to the 3D structure of the protein using Pymol
software [25].

Shape complementarity was assessed by calculating the
surface fractal dimension using the Renthal methodology
[26]. The main assumption is that surface roughness (and
conversely, surface softness), defined by the surface fractal
dimension, should fit in the proposed protein–protein inter-
face. Fractal dimension, df, can be calculated according to
Eq. 1:

df ¼ 2� d log SES

d log r
ð1Þ

where SES corresponds to the solvent excluded surface area
calculated with the MSMS software [27] and r is the probe
size used to calculate the SES that has been varied from
1.2 Å to 2.8 Å in increments of 0.2 Å [26]. The differential
term in Eq. 1 is obtained by plotting SES over the probe size,
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and calculating the slope of the graph after linear regression.
Thus, fractal dimension denotes the rate of change in the
protein surface area with respect to the probe size used to
measure it; the higher the fractal dimension, the rougher the
protein surface. For visual simplicity, the calculated fractal
dimension per residue was mapped to the 3D structure of
the protein using VMD software [18].

Molecular dynamics simulation of the survivin/CDK4
complexes

The structural zinc atom of survivin was parameterized with
the early described dummy approach of Pang [28] that was
also used in other studies with IAP proteins with remarkably
good results [29, 30]. The Leap program of the AMBER-10
suite with ff03 force field [31] was used for implementing
such parameters and for solvating the system with a cubic
box of water molecules (TIP3P model) adding a physiolog-
ical NaCl concentration of 150 mM. After that, molecular
dynamics was performed with the GPU-driven software
ACEMD [32] employing the AMBER forcefield using the
following protocol: (1) minimization step, (2) NPT equili-
bration step, (3) NVT production run of 20 ns. The stability
of each molecular dynamics was monitored by calculating
the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the system
throughout the simulation. After convergence, several pro-
tein–protein features of the complexes were analyzed by
means of the ProtorP server [33].

Results

The aim of this study was to model a plausible molecular
structure of the complex between the IAP protein survivin
and CDK4. A graphical outline of this study is shown in
Fig. 1. As a first hypothesis, we modeled the survivin/CDK6
complex based on a structurally close analogue complex
CDK6/p16INK4a (pdb code 1BI7) (rough model, Fig. 1).
Later, following a different strategy, we used protein–pro-
tein docking techniques that allow an improved sampling of
the conformational space to build the survivin/CDK4 com-
plex (Fig. 1). The results were validated by electrostatics
and shape complementarity studies. The generated com-
plexes were refined by means of molecular dynamics simu-
lations leading to a promising stable candidate. The
observed protein–protein interactions within the stable sur-
vivin/CDK4 complex were analyzed and used to suggest
possible small molecule disruptors.

Modeling of the survivin/CDK6 complex: first hypothesis

It has been demonstrated that survivin interacts competitive-
ly with CDK4 in complex with the cell cycle suppressor
p16INK4a (CDK4/p16INK4a complex) [10, 11] and therefore
the structures of survivin and the suppressor must share the
same binding site. The complex CDK4/p16INK4a has not yet
been crystallized, but the close analogue complex CDK6/
p16INK4a is available (pdb code 1BI7) [16]. We used the

Fig. 1 Graphical outline of the
methods used in the modeling
of the survivin/CDK4
complex
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latter to elaborate a first hypothesis about the binding mode
of survivin to CDK6. First, a protein sequence alignment
between survivin and p16INK4a was performed (see
Methods). No common alignment was found when using
the complete sequences of both proteins. The same was
found for the residues of survivin belonging only to the
globular BIR domain. Notably, the N119–A134 residues of
the alpha helical domain of survivin can be aligned with a
fragment of p16INK4a in residues D84–A100 (Fig. 2a) show-
ing a rather high similarity of 59 % (64 % after the gap).
Interestingly, this fragment of p16INK4a also maintains an
alpha helical structure in the crystallized complex with
CDK6. The structure of the F124–A134 fragment of human
survivin (pdb code 1E31) [14] was superimposed to the
aligned fragment F90–A100 of p16INK4a (see Methods)
yielding a backbone RMSd of 0.5 Å (Fig. 2b). This result
suggests that survivin could bind to CDK6 (and CDK4) by
using some of the residues within N119–A134 which is part
of the alpha helix domain. Bearing this in mind, we next
built a rough model of the survivin/CDK6 complex by

superimposing the structure of this helical fragment of sur-
vivin to p16INK4a in the p16INK4a/CDK6 complex. The
structure of the resulting complex is shown in Fig. 2c after
removing p16INK4a. In this rough model, survivin interacts
with CDK6 through the hydrophobic residues of its alpha
helix, and highly resembles the binding mode of survivin in
the crystallized complex with borealin [9]. Remarkably, the
hydrophobic residues of the alpha helix of survivin interact
both in the proposed rough CDK6 complex and in the
borealin complex (pdb code 2RAW) [9].

Although a steric clash was observed in the globular BIR
domain of survivin (Fig. 2c), the generated complex seemed
adequate as a first hypothesis to guide the fine modeling of
the survivin/CDK4 complex

Modeling of the survivin/CDK4 complex: protein–protein
docking

The structures of survivin (pdb code 1E31) [14] and CDK4
(pdb code 2W96) [15] were minimized (see Methods) and

Fig. 2 a Sequence alignment between survivin (alpha helix fragment)
and p16INK4a (alpha helix fragment). b Superimposition of the alpha
helix fragment of survivin and the fragment of p16INK4a. c Obtained

rough model of the survivin/CDK6 complex. d Protein-protein dock-
ing procedure employed to model the survivin/CDK4 complex
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protein–protein docking was performed. For this task, we
used the automatic server PatchDock (see Methods) without
any a priori orientation of both proteins. Remarkably, the
first scored solution of PatchDock, shown in Fig. 2d, highly
resembled our first hypothesis in the survivin/CDK6 rough
model. Indeed, in this solution, survivin interacts with
CDK4 through the alpha helical domain and there is also
an interaction in its N-terminal residues. In this case, no
steric clash was detected and the contact surface between
survivin and CDK4 in the model involved an area of
1,532 Å2. Next, we performed a refinement of the complex
obtained in PathDock using the Rosetta program. The initial
complex was refined through fine rotations and translations,
obtaining 50 new models. These complexes were inspected
visually and superposed to the first proposed complex of
PatchDock (see Methods) and the five candidates with the
lowest RMSD were selected (Fig. 2d). Although they show
a very similar overall structure, survivin binds to CDK4
with slightly rotated positions.

Before introducing further refinement on the complexes
and in order to validate the models, a complementarity study
was performed involving both electrostatics potential maps
and shape complementarity. Firstly, Fig. 3a shows the elec-
trostatic potential surface of survivin calculated with the
APBS server (see Methods) on the Rosetta output number
2, considered as a representative example. The helix of
survivin has a very marked amphiphilic nature; the nega-
tively charged part (in red) is solvent exposed in the model,

whereas the more hydrophobic part (in white) is in direct
contact with CDK4, whose electrostatic potential is shown
in Fig. 3b. This is the expected behavior of protein–protein
association in aqueous solution by making use of the hy-
drophobic effect that buries the most hydrophobic patches
upon binding. Additionally, a positively charged small patch
of survivin (Fig. 3a, left) corresponds with a negatively
charged patch of CDK4 (Fig. 3b, left). Moreover, the C-
terminus residues of survivin, at the end of the helix and
with negative charge (Fig. 3a, right) correspond with a
positively charged patch of CDK4 (Fig. 3b, right). The
non-polar residues F124, V131, I135 and A139 of survivin
are in the hydrophobic face of the helix, while polar residues
E126, K129, R132 and E136 are pointing to the solvent in
the negatively charged face of the helix.

The shape complementarity was assessed by calculating
the surface fractal dimension per residue (see Methods).
Protein roughness is characterized by high fractal dimen-
sion, whereas a soft and planar protein patch is characterized
by a lower fractal dimension. In a protein–protein complex,
these features should correspond in the two partners and
could guide the filtering of unrealistic complexes [26]. The
mapped surface fractal dimension is depicted on survivin
(Fig. 3c) and CDK4 (Fig. 3d). The major part of both
proteins is reddish (Fig. 3c,d) denoting a low fractal dimen-
sion (that is, protein softness). On the contrary, a small patch
of high fractal dimension (that is, protein roughness) is
found in the BIR domain of survivin (blue in Fig. 3c).

Fig. 3 a, b Colored
electrostatic potential of
survivin (a) and CDK4 (b),
ranging from positive potential,
8 kBT/e (T0300 K) in blue, to
negative potential, −8 kBT/e
(T0300 K) in red. c, d Colored
surface fractal dimension of
survivin ranging from 2.14, in
red to 2.97, in blue (c) and
CDK4 ranging from 2.09, in
red to 2.36, in blue (d)
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Generally, the observed fractal dimension fits well in the
protein–protein interface, which is characterized by moder-
ate (red) to low (white) roughness (Fig. 3c, d). Interestingly,
the rough part in the BIR domain of survivin (blue in
Fig. 3c) is not in contact with CDK4 in the proposed
complex.

Moreover, the results of a more planar surface (that is,
low fractal dimension) in the proposed protein–protein in-
terface are in agreement with the findings of Nooren and
Thornton [34], who found this feature for transient com-
plexes, as in the case of survivin interacting with CDK4. We
also applied the same methodology recently to study several
GPCR proteins, finding interesting trends for drug binding
site identification [35].

Molecular dynamics simulation of the survivin/CDK4
complex

The five most similar Rosetta solutions of the survivin/
CDK4 complex (Fig. 2d) (see Methods) were submitted to
a molecular dynamics protocol by means of ACEMD soft-
ware [32] (see Methods). After 20 ns of production runs for
each one, the best candidate of the survivin/CDK4 complex
was selected following the results of the ProtorP server [33]
as well as molecular dynamics stability and visual inspec-
tion. Out of the five complexes, we obtained one complex
that satisfied the following criteria: (1) stable RMSd of the
survivin/CDK4 complex calculated over heavy atoms
throughout the simulation (see Supplementary Material),
(2) stable helical structure of survivin throughout the simu-
lation, and (3) orientation of the survivin’s residue F124
towards the protein–protein interface enabling CDK4 bind-
ing. F124 is one of the conserved residues when aligning
survivin to p16INK4a (Fig. 2a).

The obtained stable complex exhibits the following pro-
tein interface features: (1) polar residues in interface: 17 %,
(2) non-polar residues in interface: 33 %, (3) charged resi-
dues in interface: 50 %, (4) alpha character in interface:

92 %, (5) hydrogen bonds: 3 and (6) salt bridges: 10. This
complex is provided in pdb format as Supplementary
Material. Table 1 describes its protein–protein interactions
and Fig. 4 shows a close view of the complex. The complex
establishes several hydrogen bonds (also salt bridge inter-
actions) and van der Waals contacts including a π-stacking
interaction between F124 of survivin and F31 of CDK4.
This analysis led us to propose that either point mutations on
the residues L102, I113, F124, K112, E116, K120 and E123
of survivin or mutations on the residues P110, L112, Y103,
F31, K106, D97 and K22 of CDK4 could disrupt the regular
complex formation. Moreover, the survivin/CDK4 complex
could be disrupted by small drug-like compounds with
potential anticancer activity. According to our results, an
alpha helix small molecule mimetic of the short fragments
K112–E116 or K120–F124 of survivin could be used as a
promising candidate. In this sense, several chemical families
such as peptoids, β-peptides, stapled peptides and
pyridazine-based scaffolds [36] have been proposed to

Fig. 5 Proposed complex of the dimeric survivin and CDK4. The
complex of survivin and CDK4 from molecular dynamics is depicted
in red and blue, respectively. The crystallized dimer of survivin is
depicted in transparent grey

Fig. 4 Close view of the interactions between survivin and CDK4 in
the best model refined throughout molecular dynamics. Orange dots
Polar contacts, green dots hydrophobic contacts

Table 1 Protein–protein interactions in the proposed survivin/CDK4
complex refined through molecular dynamics (final 20 ns structure)

Survivin residue CDK4 residue Interaction typea

L102 P110 VDW

L102 L112 VDW

K112 K106 HB

I113 Y103 VDW

E116 K106 SB

K120 D97 SB

E123 K22 SB

F124 F31 VDW

aVDW van der Waals; HB hydrogen bond; SB salt bridge

1512 J Mol Model (2013) 19:1507–1514



mimic alpha helical domains, and could be used here for a
rational disruption of the survivin/CDK4 complex.

Dimeric survivin and CDK4

There is still controversy about the in vivo stoichiometry of
survivin. Although the dimeric form seems preferential [14],
there is also evidence for the existence of a monomeric form
[9]. Very recently the monomer was suggested to play an
essential role in apoptosis, suggesting that survivin performs
its functions partly as a monomer and partly as a dimer [37].
In this section we show that our proposed survivin/CDK4
complex is also consistent with a survivin dimeric form as
the survivin dimerization site is not in contact with CDK4.
The dimeric structure of survivin (pdb code 1E31) [14] was
superposed to the refined survivin/CDK4 complex yielding
the model in Fig. 5. Remarkably, our proposed model can
accept a second unit of survivin with no important steric
clashes, showing no contradiction with the proposed com-
plex structure. Moreover, the structure of survivin in our
complex remains stable after molecular dynamics refine-
ment , showing a high similarity to the monomers of the
crystallized dimer (backbone RMSd of 3.1 Å). However,
further experimental evidence is needed to confirm the real
stoichiometry of the survivin/CDK4 complex [10, 11].

Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a structural molecular model
of the survivin/CDK4 complex that can be used as a guide
for designing new anticancer drugs. The model was
obtained by combining knowledge about the binding mode
of p16INK4a and by applying protein–protein docking, elec-
trostatics and shape complementarity studies, and molecular
dynamics simulations. In our model, survivin interacts
mainly with CDK4 by making use of its helical domain,
similarly to the binding mode of this protein in the survivin/
borealin crystallized complex. Moreover our refined model
is consistent with a dimeric form of survivin. Based on the
predicted survivin/CDK4 complex, we also suggest that a
small compound acting as an alpha helix mimetic could bind
in the proposed protein interface in order to disrupt the
complex, which could serve as a novel anticancer agent.
We also have indicated certain mutations on either residues
of survivin or CDK4 that could impact greatly on complex
formation. All in all, our model can be used in virtual
screening campaigns and can encourage further experimen-
tal studies on this direction.
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